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This useful book demonstrates how to choose the perfect hypoallergenic cat breed, control and
manage the home environment, and devise an allergy management plan to help cat lovers live a
sneeze-free life with their feline friends.

"informative guide...including a useful section listing several known low-allergy breeds, plus
photos and a summary of each." -- Cat Fanciers' Almanac, December 2007 --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverKeep the Cat, Kick the
Sneeze! 7 Sneeze-Free Breeds!Allergies have long relegated many cat lovers to a virtual pet-
free prison. As much as you may have wanted to bring a feline companion into your life, the
runny nose, itchy eyes, and sneezeing have quelled any hope you've had of doing so. But you
may be surprised to discover that you can find the perfect breed for both you and your allergies.
The Sneeze-Free Cat Owner will show you how you can share a happy and healthy life with a
cat.Inside you'll find:* In-depth profiles of 7 hypoallergenic cats* Dozens of tips for controlling
and managing the home environment* Information on the newest medical breakthroughs in
allergy research* Ideas for a total allergy-management plan* Natural and homeopathic
treatments for allergy sufferersWhether you already own a cat and have started showing
symptoms of allergies or know you have allergies but still long to have a cat in the family, The
Sneeze-Free Cat Owner can help you live a sneeze-free life.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorDiane Morgan is an award-winning writer who is
the author of many books on pet care, including Sneeze-Free Dog Breeds, Good Dogkeeping,
The Quick & Easy Guide to Bird Care, and Feeding Your Horse for Life. She is a college
professor of philosophy and literature and resides in Williamsport, Maryland with seven dogs,
two humans, and an uncounted number of goldfish. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Responsible Animal Care For Over 50 Years!®  Chapter 1: Welcome to Allergy World
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veterinary care. If you suspect a medical problem consult your veterinarian. The Leader In
Responsible Animal Care For Over 50 Years!® Chapter 1: Welcome to Allergy WorldI said
something which gave you to think I hated cats. But gad, sir, I am one of the most fanatical cat
lovers in the business. If you hate them, I may learn to hate you. If your allergies hate them, I will
tolerate the situation to the best of my ability.—Raymond Chandler (1888-1959) in a letter to
publisher Hamish Hamilton, Jan. 26, 1950 Cats are possibly the most beautiful, graceful, and
elegant of all earth’s creatures. They are easy to care for, simple to housetrain, and provide their
owners with regular, if moderate, affection. They don’t need to be taken for walks, don’t require
“kitten socialization classes,” and almost never attack the letter carrier. They even keep
themselves sparkling clean. Cats are, in so many ways, the ideal pet. What a shame, then, that
so many people are allergic to them.According to the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America
(AAFA), more than 50 million Americans suffer from allergies. Of those, millions suffer from some
sort of pet allergy. And with 70 percent of families owning a cat or dog, those statistics are
certainly nothing to sneeze at! In fact, allergies are the most widespread chronic condition on the
planet.Cats aren’t the only allergy-causing creatures, of course. In fact, a 2003 study suggested
that more people are actually allergic to their dogs. Many can also be allergic to rabbits, birds,
horses, guinea pigs, mice, and gerbils. Laboratory and zoo workers have been found to be
allergic to monkeys, tigers, and lions. People with mold allergies can develop allergy symptoms
from bird droppings and the accumulation of mold in cages. Poorly kept fish tanks can develop
mold also, which leads some to believe that they are allergic to their fish.As it turns out, between
2 and 15 percent of the world’s population is allergic to cats, and four out of every five people
who are allergic to animals are allergic to cats. About a third of these sufferers are living with
one. Even people who don’t live with cats can be affected. Cat allergens have been found in
almost one-third of noncat owners’ homes and on the clothing of coworkers who don’t own any
animals. And while many owners tough it out, the sad fact is that a great many cats given up to
shelters are there because their humans are allergic to them.Once upon a time it was standard
operating procedure for physicians to blithely tell their patients to “find the cat another home.”
But that’s not an option for most people nowadays. Our cats are no longer disposable barnyard
hunters but instead cherished members of the family. We recognize them as living beings with
real value that extends beyond any usefulness they may have as killers of mice. As we have so
tragically seen in the aftermath of numerous natural disasters, many people would not abandon
their faithful pets even in the face of life-threatening events, much less give them away because
of some sneezing. Others work around animals as part of their jobs; still more need the help of
an assistance pet. And no one can underestimate their benefit to the elderly and lonely.Yet
there’s no doubt that allergies can make people sick and miserable. All is not lost, however. This
is the 21st century. Allergies can be managed, if not actually cured. The contemporary cat owner
has the ways and means to keep her cat and kick the cough. Despite what an old-fashioned
doctor may claim, Fluffy does not have to live in the barn or go to the shelter, although as we
shall see, you may have to lock her out of the bedroom. Most people who are allergic to cats are



allergic to other things as well. In addition, the more “other things” one is allergic to, the worse
the symptoms of the allergy become. Besides, it’s not even realistic to think that “getting rid” of
an animal will “get rid” of allergies—not unless you move to a pet-free planet or at least live in a
bubble. And most homes are not bubbles; pet allergens can hang around in carpets and on
furniture for a long time. A study from the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences
makes this clear. Researchers investigated 831 homes across the entire country. All types of
housing were tested in rural as well as urban areas. Every one of them contained pet allergens,
including those homes that had no resident pet. Nine percent of the catless homes contained
enough allergens to provoke an asthma attack in anyone allergic to felines.
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sort of pet allergy. And with 70 percent of families owning a cat or dog, those statistics are
certainly nothing to sneeze at! In fact, allergies are the most widespread chronic condition on the
planet.Cats aren’t the only allergy-causing creatures, of course. In fact, a 2003 study suggested
that more people are actually allergic to their dogs. Many can also be allergic to rabbits, birds,
horses, guinea pigs, mice, and gerbils. Laboratory and zoo workers have been found to be
allergic to monkeys, tigers, and lions. People with mold allergies can develop allergy symptoms
from bird droppings and the accumulation of mold in cages. Poorly kept fish tanks can develop
mold also, which leads some to believe that they are allergic to their fish.As it turns out, between
2 and 15 percent of the world’s population is allergic to cats, and four out of every five people
who are allergic to animals are allergic to cats. About a third of these sufferers are living with
one. Even people who don’t live with cats can be affected. Cat allergens have been found in
almost one-third of noncat owners’ homes and on the clothing of coworkers who don’t own any
animals. And while many owners tough it out, the sad fact is that a great many cats given up to
shelters are there because their humans are allergic to them.Once upon a time it was standard
operating procedure for physicians to blithely tell their patients to “find the cat another home.”
But that’s not an option for most people nowadays. Our cats are no longer disposable barnyard
hunters but instead cherished members of the family. We recognize them as living beings with
real value that extends beyond any usefulness they may have as killers of mice. As we have so
tragically seen in the aftermath of numerous natural disasters, many people would not abandon
their faithful pets even in the face of life-threatening events, much less give them away because
of some sneezing. Others work around animals as part of their jobs; still more need the help of
an assistance pet. And no one can underestimate their benefit to the elderly and lonely.Yet
there’s no doubt that allergies can make people sick and miserable. All is not lost, however. This
is the 21st century. Allergies can be managed, if not actually cured. The contemporary cat owner
has the ways and means to keep her cat and kick the cough. Despite what an old-fashioned
doctor may claim, Fluffy does not have to live in the barn or go to the shelter, although as we
shall see, you may have to lock her out of the bedroom. Most people who are allergic to cats are
allergic to other things as well. In addition, the more “other things” one is allergic to, the worse
the symptoms of the allergy become. Besides, it’s not even realistic to think that “getting rid” of
an animal will “get rid” of allergies—not unless you move to a pet-free planet or at least live in a
bubble. And most homes are not bubbles; pet allergens can hang around in carpets and on
furniture for a long time. A study from the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences
makes this clear. Researchers investigated 831 homes across the entire country. All types of
housing were tested in rural as well as urban areas. Every one of them contained pet allergens,
including those homes that had no resident pet. Nine percent of the catless homes contained
enough allergens to provoke an asthma attack in anyone allergic to felines.Pets of all kinds can
cause allergic responses, which for some folks, can result in other health problems as well. Most
symptoms are rather mild. We might cough or sneeze. We might itch. Our eyes might turn red or
tear up. Our noses may run. Reactions will vary from one individual to the next.Allergies manifest



themselves in several different ways: sneezing and a runny or stuffy nose (allergic rhinitis);
sinusitis (inflammation of the nasal cavity); ear infections; conjunctivitis (inflammation of the
lining of the eye); dermatitis (inflammation of the skin); itching; or hives. Some people have more
serious reactions, including asthma. In rare cases (usually due to some injected allergen), an
allergy can cause a deadly reaction called anaphylaxis. Thankfully, cat allergens don’t produce
this reaction, although insect sting venom, shellfish, and peanuts can. To make things worse, an
allergy can sometimes seem to appear overnight, although in actual fact it was years in the
making. So what causes it?In the past, it was commonly believed that animal hair caused
allergies, but with pets, the villainous substance is not hair at all. While the responsible allergen
can definitely be found in a feline’s fur, that’s not where it originates. Allergies are triggered by
special proteins called allergens, which are secreted by oil glands in the skin and shed with
dander. Allergenic proteins are also abundant in saliva, which indeed clings to hair. Still more
allergens can be found in urine, feces, serum, mucus, dander, and hair roots. Allergies are one
of the most widespread chronic conditions throughout the world.Scientists have found that male
cats produce more allergenic sebaceous secretions than females. (It’s a function of
testosterone.) Neutered cats therefore produce fewer allergens than intact ones. It’s always nice
to find yet another good reason to neuter your cat. Even though hair is made from protein, it’s a
harmless protein that almost no one is allergic to. With cats, the bad protein actually comes from
their saliva in the form of a vicious little protein called Fel d1 (short for Felis domesticus). When
the cat licks herself, she deposits her saliva on her fur, where it coats the dander, then dries,
floats merrily away, and enters the nose of the allergy sufferer.Airborne allergens are the hardest
ones to avoid. Cat allergens, for instance, are everywhere. They have even been found in
Antarctica, traveling on the wings of the wind—and there are no cats living on the entire
continent. In North America, where there are 73 million domestic cats and another 60 million
feral cats, allergens are even more prevalent.Pets of all kinds can cause allergic responses,
which for some people can result in other health problems as well. Ten to fifteen percent of
people suffer from pet allergies, with cat allergy twice as common as dog allergy.Allergies are
here to stay, and many believe that the culprit protein is very sticky and so light that it floats
everywhere and clings to everything. Studies have suggested that most allergens are brought
into the home by visitors and deposited on sofas, chairs, etc. Whether the visitors themselves
owned cats or dogs or had merely captured some allergens sailing by on the wind was not
determined. In other words, these sticky little proteins are impossible to escape—although,
admittedly, levels are higher in homes that house an indoor pet. Nevertheless, anywhere you sit,
you are picking up and depositing pet allergens.The bottom line is that animal dander, which is
nothing more than dead skin cells, is a major contributing factor in causing allergies, and it’s
produced not only by cats and dogs but by all birds and mammals, including people. If you are
not willing to put up with dander but still want a pet, you may want to consider a tarantula,
scorpion, or python. However, these pets also have their drawbacks, so your best bet is to learn
what you can do to minimize and manage those allergies so that you and your pet can live



happily and well. Contrary to popular belief, it’s not a cat’s fur that causes allergies; it’s the oil-
producing glands of the skin that produce proteins called allergens. RECOGNIZING A PET
ALLERGYSome people who are allergic to their own pets have no severe or immediate increase
of their symptoms when they are near them. Instead, they suffer from continual low-grade
symptoms that clear up only after days or even weeks away from the house.The most common
symptoms related to cat exposure are:• red, itchy, or swollen eyes• reddened areas on the
skin• runny nose, nasal congestion, and post-nasal drip• sneezing• itchy or stuffed-up
ears• hoarse or itchy throat• coughing and wheezing• frequent bronchitis
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Dakota Kovach, “Bought it as a gag gift.. Bought this as a gift for someone who is allergic to cats
as a joke. We all got a good laugh.”

LibraryLois, “Hooray! I can get a cat!. Excellent book that describes how you an ameliorate the
allergy effects of cats. I'm going to try it and will post again on how well it works but the tips
make sense and now that I understand it's the protein in the saliva not the actual fur I think I'll be
successful.”

KiwiZ, “Educational, Realistic, Hopeful. This book was well researched IMO, the author starts off
with the science behind allergic response and shares current scientific research on coping with
allergies.  She gives realistic expectations, things to try; a very  hopeful encouraging book”

Prime member, “Nice, brief review of less allergenic felines. Nicely written book reviewing cat
care and cat breeds to optimize cat ownership for those of us who are allergic to cats but won't
give them up. Nice layout of text & photographs.”

L.Drake, “Five Stars. Quite detailed and informative.”

Laura A Haas, “Allergic to cats. I found the book very helpful by describing the "hypo-allergenic"
breeds of cats.  I ask about the breeds at pet stores and shelters.  Haven't found one yet though.”

Elina Samila, “Four Stars. Good book for searching first time information.”

Patricia Cotter, “Help for cat allergy sufferers. This book hits on the surface of cat allergies and
possibly help for those who love cats but can only do so from afar. It discusses various methods
to reduce allergens in the home and also talks about various breeds that may work better for
people allergic to cats, including several hairless or very short-haired cats and the Siberian Cat.”

The book by Diane Morgan has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 9 people have provided feedback.
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